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Hello and welcome to the Atranslationace.com Radio Blog, Episode 15 – Grow Your
Business with Translation.
I’m Professor Winn – a certified translator in Orlando, Florida.
I can help your company earn more profits in the global economy using translation.
I not only author the Atranslationace.com blog, but also translate your business, legal,
and personal documents from Spanish, Portuguese, and French to English.
Send me details of your translation project and upload your digital or scanned files at:
Atranslationace.com/contact
I will respond with a free quote upon evaluation of your files.
To listen to today’s audio or to read the blog, please visit: atranslationace.com/ep015.
Download the Show Notes at: atranslationace.com/ep015a.

Introduction
Partner with a certified translator like me - Professor Winn - to implement a disruptive
business strategy - the New Frontiers Vision.
The so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution is roiling the global economy.
Will your business miss out? Not if you implement my New Frontiers Vision Strategy.
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The New Frontiers Vision Strategy
The New Frontiers Vision is a business strategy based on translation and "the Internet
of Things."
Gain the much-revered foreknowledge of Sun Tzu to help your company create new
market space even in highly competitive industries.
Unleash the power of translation as a pro-active tool to capture the coin of the realm in
the international economy – information.
Like the Fourth Industrial Revolution upends the existing global economic order, so will
the innovative New Frontiers Vision.
As a report from the World Economic Forum (WEF) states: the breadth and depth of
these changes herald the transformation of entire systems of production,
management, and governance.
A 21st-century business today can ill afford to yield the potential discovery of virgin
markets and new consumers to its rivals.
Download (atranslationace.com/howgrowbiz) a free excerpt of my book - How to Use
Translation to Grow Your Business to read the whole free chapter on The New Frontiers
Vision.

New Role for Translation
Translation once was an afterthought of small to large corporations.
No more!
The passive exercise of collecting, transmitting, translating, and returning documents
converted from one language to another appears odd in the 21st century.
Instead, companies can use Professor Winn's novel business translation strategy - the
New Frontiers Vision - to find new customers for their products and/or services.
That is, the Strategy is dependent upon your company harvesting and harnessing
business intelligence to outwit your rivals and create new markets.
Learn more about how discovering and translating business intelligence can
revolutionize your business strategy and outwit rivals at the same time!

Your Turn
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Let me - Professor Winn – be your personal certified translator help you translate
market intelligence from the Spanish, Portuguese, and French world into English.
Gain an “unfair” advantage over your peer rivals and deliver the best products and
services to the markets you serve today – and tomorrow.
Contact me today for a free quote for your translation project.
Send me details of your translation project and upload your files either originals or
scanned at:
Atranslationace.com/contact
I will reply with a free quote upon evaluation of your files.

Download the Show Notes for this episode at: atranslationace.com/ep015a.
Download (atranslationace.com/howgrowbiz) a free excerpt of my book - How to Use
Translation to Grow Your Business to read the whole free chapter on The New Frontiers
Vision.
Thank you for joining me today and listening to Episode 15 of Atranslationace.com
Radio Blog – Grow Your Business with Translation.
I’m Professor Winn – your translation ace.

Professor Winn
p.s. Get more translation news. Visit and Like my Facebook page at: facebook.com/Atranslationace. I
really do appreciate it!
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